
JULY & AUGUST 2020 “Lunch and Learn” Zoom Lectures

Talks Occur From 12:30—1:30pm
Wednesdays in July:

July 1st: The Power of Protest: Examining How the Death of George Floyd Sparked a Revival of Activ-
ist Movements in the Middle of a Pandemic
Speaker: Emmy Leviss, a rising Junior at Tufts University studying American Studies with a concentration 
in comparative race and ethnicity and minoring in Education. 
This lunchtime lecture will provide a space for reviewing what has happened in the last 4-6 weeks in the 
Black Lives Matter movement and racial activism against police brutality across the country. We will then 
analyze how different communities have mobilized in the middle of a public health crisis and redefined 
what protests currently look like. 

July 8: Baseball as American Culture
Speaker: Frank Morris, author of Ask Your Uncle Baseball Trivia and adjunct professor of English at UMass 
Lowell and Endicott College
Join us for a fascinating history of the “American Pastime.” Learn how baseball galvanized a divided nation 
in the 19th century and became an allegory to our cultural identity in the decades to come. Includes a his-
tory of the Boston Red Sox and a look at how the game both reinforced and challenged American ideology 
over time. 

July 15: Responding to the Humanitarian Crisis in Syria
Speaker: Sara Miller, Graduate Student at Tufts Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
Since its beginning in 2011, the war in Syria has caused one of the worst humanitarian crises in the 
world. This complex political conflict has posed never-before dealt with challenges by the global human-
itarian community. In this Lunch & Learn, we’ll talk about the history of the war, the implications for the 
civilians caught in the middle, and the resulting humanitarian response. 

July 22: Threatening Property: Race, Class and Campaigns to Legislate Jim Crow Neighborhoods
Speaker: Elizabeth Herbin-Triant, Assistant Professor, University of Massachusetts Lowell
In her talk, Professor Herbin-Triant will explore the politics of residential segregation. Focusing on North 
Carolina, she will discuss who wanted neighborhoods to be segregated by race, how these people brought 
about their vision, and why segregation has persisted even after segregationist policies were ended. 

July 29: Regenerating Agriculture and the Food System 
Speaker: Timothy Griffin, Ph.D. Associate Professor – Nutrition, Agriculture and Sustainable Food System, 
Friedman School, Tufts University
Tufts Associate Professor Timothy Griffin will discuss his current research focusing on assessment of sus-
tainability across environmental, social and economic metrics, regional food systems, and climate change 
impact on agriculture. 



Wednesdays in August:

August 5: Porgy and Bess: A Folk Tale, a Grand Opera, and Gershwin’s Everlasting Musical Legacy 
Speaker: James Dale, Third Year PhD Candidate in Musicology at Brandeis University
This presentation will cover the musical, social and historical significance of George Gershwin’s magnum 
opus, Porgy and Bess. James will explore how Gershwin’s stylistic pallet transformed from hit Broadway 
shows, to concertos and concert works, culminating in what is still to this day a popular and celebrated 
part of the greater operatic cannon.

August 12: Turning Point: The Sunni Awakening in Iraq
Speaker: Eric Greek, Retired Army Infantry Officer
Army veteran and Harvard graduate Eric Greek will discuss the US military actions in Iraq leading up to 
the outbreak of sectarian civil war and document how the Sunni Awakening affected operations across 
the country.  

August 19: Understanding the Science Behind Dog Behavoir
Speaker: Jessica Hekman, Postdoctoral Associate at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard
Why are some dogs confident and friendly, and others shy or even aggressive? How much effect does ge-
netics have on personality? Is it “all in how we raise them”? Dr. Hekman will talk about the biology behind 
personality: the roles of genetics, early environment (as early as in mom’s uterus!), and socialization, 
providing an overview of all the forces interacting to shape who a dog is.

August 26: The Beantown Girls
Speaker: Jane Healey, Author
Jane Healey will discuss the history behind the story of The Beantown Girls, her latest historical novel. The 
book is based on the true stories of the Red Cross Clubmobile Girls in Europe during WWII. 


